CloudBees provides the leading software delivery platform for enterprises, enabling them to continuously innovate in a world powered by the digital experience. CloudBees enables organizations with highly-complex environments to deliver scalable, compliant, governed, and secure software from the code a developer writes to the people who use it.

About CloudBees
CloudBees CI is a versatile CI solution based on Jenkins, offering centralized management, security, and scalability for enterprises. Whether on the cloud or on-premises, it provides a secure and flexible option, empowering developers to choose integrations that suit their environment, like the JFrog Jenkins plugin. This plugin enables seamless integration with the JFrog Platform, allowing build jobs to deploy artifacts and manage dependencies with JFrog Artifactory while providing artifact scanning with JFrog Xray. With its extensibility and flexibility, CloudBees CI allows freedom of tool choice while enhancing efficiency and standardizing best practices for enterprise needs.

The Challenge
Software delivery is demanding - getting your code to the customer needs to be faster, more secure and flexible enough to support all the consumer’s environments. This leaves no time for questioning, maintaining, or even supporting the tools you use to make this happen - they should just work. While using Jenkins as your build and test orchestrator provides the flexibility and customization required to support your unique needs, if not managed properly, it can end up creating more work and cause delays.

The Solution
CloudBees CI is a versatile CI solution based on Jenkins, offering centralized management, security, and scalability for enterprises. Whether on the cloud or on-premises, it provides a secure and flexible option, empowering developers to choose integrations that suit their environment, like the JFrog Jenkins plugin. This plugin enables seamless integration with the JFrog Platform, allowing build jobs to deploy artifacts and manage dependencies with JFrog Artifactory while providing artifact scanning with JFrog Xray. With its extensibility and flexibility, CloudBees CI allows freedom of tool choice while enhancing efficiency and standardizing best practices for enterprise needs.

The Value
A centralized management solution that enables enterprises to manage and control a broad range of software delivery capabilities without stifling developer creativity.

- Your administrators can set controls and freedoms that best fit the needs of the teams they manage, while your teams provision environments and applications on demand using legacy or modern workflows.
- The feature set is skewed towards solving shared services problems; CloudBees delivers developers value by solving their needs and allowing them to have control and autonomy over how they configure their isolated workspace.
- Enables organizations to deliver software efficiently by centrally managing multiple teams and orchestration pipelines across the entire DevOps toolchain, while giving developers the freedom to work creatively. This ensures that companies remain competitive due to the fast and efficient delivery of high-quality software while meeting security and compliance governance requirements.
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